YOU ARE MORE THAN JUST A STUDENT.

AMBITIOUS
TRUE
DETERMINED
TALENTED
INQUISITIVE
COMMITTED
HARD-WORKING
OPTIMISTIC
RESOURCEFUL

ARE A MAN IN THE MAKING.
AT MOREHOUSE, YOU RISE TO MEET THE HIGHEST OF EXPECTATIONS.

You work hard to achieve academically, intellectually, and professionally. But Morehouse also expects more of you: Morehouse calls you to discover, develop, and become your best and highest self. We call it the crown of high expectations, and every man of Morehouse strives to grow tall enough to wear it. Inspired by strong, intelligent, critical, and supportive brothers and teachers, you endeavor to do the same.

YOU JOIN A WORLDWIDE, THOUSANDS-STRONG BROTHERHOOD.

Your Morehouse brothers become and remain your most influential guides and closest friends. From day one, your brothers inspire you, challenge you, hold you accountable, and stand by you. The Morehouse brotherhood extends across generations, throughout the nation, and into every industry and corner of the world.

YOU FIND LIFETIME MENTORS WHO ENCOURAGE AND CHALLENGE YOU.

In this close-knit culture, your professors do more than teach—they mentor, nurture, and encourage you. They offer wise guidance and experienced perspectives, challenge you to question your assumptions and elevate your ambitions. They don’t push you in the right direction—they show you how to discover it for yourself, how to find your true path. And own it.

YOU DO WELL FOR YOURSELF; YOU DO GOOD IN THE WORLD.

As a Morehouse Man, you strive for more than the typical successes. You seek continuously to improve yourself and your communities. And while a Morehouse degree opens doors for you, our mission is to ensure that when you walk through those doors, you enter as a man of both strong mind and strong character. A leader. A man who knows himself and all that he’s capable of and called to become—A MAN IN FULL.
If you're looking for a college where you can become the man you were meant to be—
A MAN IN FULL—you might be looking for MOREHOUSE.

Find out more: MOREHOUSE.EDU/ADMISSIONS
Founded in 1867, Morehouse is the nation’s historically black college for men of exceptional ambition and promise. Here, like at many fine liberal arts and sciences colleges, you find: more than 2,000 students from 35 states and 17 countries, a 12:1 student-faculty ratio, 26 majors, seven varsity sports teams, and hundreds of student clubs, organizations, and fraternities. You also find...

• A focus on **LEADERSHIP** and **IDENTITY**, apparent not only in the classroom but also in our unique residential experience, student-run organizations, and cherished traditions.

• **A VIBRANT URBAN ENVIRONMENT** in the heart of downtown Atlanta—mecca of the South and global hub of commerce, innovation, and intellect with more than 57 colleges and universities and more than 250,000 students.

• **A THRIVING INTELLECTUAL COMMUNITY** in which students find expansive opportunities to collaborate on projects, share classes, and incubate ideas with students from neighboring institutions—large state universities such as Georgia Tech, Georgia State and SCAD; our highly respected consortium of HBCUs, which includes Spelman and Morehouse School of Medicine; and renowned institutions such as Emory and Agnes Scott.

• A legacy of **HISTORY-DEFINING ALUMNI**, like Nobel Peace Prize winner Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.; Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson; and Olympic gold medalist Edwin Moses (to name a few).

**LOOKING FOR MORE OUT OF COLLEGE (AND FROM YOURSELF)?**

Find out more: [MOREHOUSE.EDU/ADMISSIONS](http://MOREHOUSE.EDU/ADMISSIONS)